CHAPTER 131

GOVERNMENT - STATE

HOUSE BILL 11-1216

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Riesberg and Gerou, Baumgardner, Court, Ferrandino, Kefalas, Looper, Miklosi, Pabon, Soper, McCann, Barker, Conti, Duran, Fischer, Hamner, Hullinghorst, Jones, Kerr J., Labuda, Murray, Nikkel, Ramirez, Scott, Summers, Todd, Vaad, Wilson, Fields, Lee, Massey, Pace, Schafer S., Solano, Vigil, Williams A.; also SENATOR(S) Aguilar, Bacon, King S., Newell, Tochtrop, Williams S., Boyd, Giron, Guzman, Hudak, Morse, Nicholson, Spence, Steadman.

AN ACT

CONCERNING THE FUNDING OF PROGRAMS THAT HELP PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES OBTAIN BENEFITS BY THE SALE OF UNIQUELY VALUABLE REGISTRATION NUMBERS FOR VEHICLES, AND MAKING AN APPROPRIATION THEREFOR.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. Article 30 of title 24, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW PART to read:

PART 22
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE ACT

24-30-2201. Short title. This PART 22 SHALL BE KNOWN AND MAY BE CITED AS THE "LAURA HERSHEY DISABILITY-BENEFIT SUPPORT ACT".

24-30-2202. Definitions. AS USED IN THIS PART 22, UNLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWISE REQUIRES:

(1) "COMMITTEE" MEANS THE DISABLED-BENEFIT SUPPORT CONTRACT COMMITTEE CREATED IN SECTION 24-30-2203.

(2) "DISABILITY BENEFITS" MEANS CASH PAYMENTS FROM SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER TITLE II OF THE FEDERAL "SOCIAL SECURITY ACT", 42 U.S.C. SEC. 401 ET SEQ., AS AMENDED, CASH PAYMENTS MADE BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO PERSONS WHO ARE AGED, BLIND, OR DISABLED UNDER TITLE XVI OF THE FEDERAL "SOCIAL SECURITY ACT", 42 U.S.C. SEC. 401 ET SEQ., AS AMENDED,

Capital letters indicate new material added to existing statutes; dashes through words indicate deletions from existing statutes and such material not part of act.
AND LONG-TERM CARE UNDER THE "COLORADO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ACT", ARTICLES 4 TO 6 OF TITLE 25.5, C.R.S.

(3) "NONPROFIT ENTITY" MEANS AN ENTITY INCORPORATED UNDER THE "COLORADO REVISED NONPROFIT CORPORATION ACT", ARTICLES 121 TO 137 OF TITLE 7, C.R.S., OR A TAX-EXEMPT ENTITY UNDER 26 U.S.C. SEC. 501 (c) (3) OF THE FEDERAL "INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986".

(4) "RECIPIENT" MEANS A PERSON WHO RECEIVES DISABILITY BENEFITS OR LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES.

24-30-2203. Disabled-benefit support contract committee. (1) THE DISABLED-BENEFIT SUPPORT CONTRACT COMMITTEE IS HEREBY CREATED WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL. THE COMMITTEE CONSISTS OF NINE MEMBERS APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR AS FOLLOWS:

(a) THREE MEMBERS WHO ARE DISABLED AND CURRENTLY RECEIVING DISABILITY BENEFITS OR HAVE RECEIVED APPLICATION ASSISTANCE;

(b) ONE MEMBER OF A STATEWIDE, CROSS-DISABILITY ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES;

(c) ONE MEMBER WHO IS TRAINED TO INCREASE ACCESS TO DISABILITY BENEFITS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES BY AN ORGANIZATION SUPPORTED BY THE UNITED STATES SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION;

(d) ONE MEMBER WHO IS A MEDICAL DOCTOR;

(e) ONE MEMBER WHO IS A MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL;

(f) ONE MEMBER WHO IS AN EXPERT IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT; AND

(g) ONE MEMBER APPOINTED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL.

(2) MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE SERVE THREE-YEAR TERMS; EXCEPT THAT MEMBERS APPOINTED UNDER PARAGRAPH (a) OF SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION SERVE AN INITIAL TERM OF ONE YEAR, AND MEMBERS APPOINTED UNDER PARAGRAPHS (b), (c), AND (d) OF SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION SERVE AN INITIAL TERM OF TWO YEARS.

(3) AN ACT OF THE COMMITTEE IS VOID UNLESS A MAJORITY OF THE MEMBERS HAS VOTED IN FAVOR OF THE ACT.

(4) THE COMMITTEE SHALL IMPLEMENT SECTION 24-30-2204 USING THE DISABILITY-BENEFIT SUPPORT FUND CREATED IN SECTION 24-30-2205.

(5) THE COMMITTEE IS AUTHORIZED TO SEEK AND ACCEPT GRANTS OR DONATIONS FROM PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SOURCES FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS PART 22; EXCEPT THAT THE COMMITTEE SHALL NOT ACCEPT A GIFT, GRANT, OR DONATION THAT IS SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS THAT ARE INCONSISTENT WITH THIS PART 22 OR PART 13 OF
ARTICLE 75 OF THIS TITLE REGARDING THE STATUS OF GRANTS AND DONATIONS MADE TO STATE AGENCIES. THE COMMITTEE SHALL TRANSMIT THE MONEYS TO THE DISABILITY-BENEFIT SUPPORT FUND.

(6) THE COMMITTEE HAS THE FOLLOWING DUTIES AND POWERS:

(a) TO SUE AND BE SUED AND OTHERWISE ASSERT OR DEFEND THE COMMITTEE'S LEGAL INTERESTS;

(b) TO PREPARE AND SIGN CONTRACTS;

(c) TO HAVE AND EXERCISE ALL RIGHTS AND POWERS NECESSARY OR INCIDENTAL TO, OR IMPLIED FROM, THE SPECIFIC POWERS GRANTED IN THIS PART 22; AND

(d) TO FIX THE TIME AND PLACE AT WHICH MEETINGS MAY BE HELD.

(7) THE COMMITTEE MAY HIRE EMPLOYEES OR OBTAIN THE SERVICES OF PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS.

(8) THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IS THE LEGAL COUNSEL FOR THE COMMITTEE.

24-30-2204. Program to assist persons to obtain disability benefits - repeal.

(1) WITHIN SIX MONTHS AFTER THE FIRST TRANSFER TO THE DISABILITY-BENEFIT SUPPORT FUND FROM THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND CREATED IN SECTION 42-1-407, C.R.S., THE COMMITTEE SHALL INVITE NONPROFIT ENTITIES TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL FOR A PROGRAM TO AID PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES IN ACCESSING DISABILITY BENEFITS. TO QUALIFY, THE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION MUST BE BASED IN COLORADO AND GOVERNED BY A BOARD THAT:

(a) IS COMPOSED OF PERSONS WITH A DEMONSTRATED COMMITMENT TO IMPROVING THE LIVES OF RECIPIENTS WITH DISABILITIES;

(b) CONTAINS MEMBERS WHO UNDERSTAND A RANGE OF SIGNIFICANT DISABILITIES, INCLUDING PHYSICAL AND MENTAL; AND

(c) CONTAINS A MAJORITY OF EITHER:

(I) RECIPIENTS WITH DISABILITIES; OR

(II) FAMILY MEMBERS OF RECIPIENTS WITH DISABILITIES WHO HAVE EXPERIENCE IN REPRESENTING THE INTERESTS OF A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY.

(2)(a) (I) THE COMMITTEE SHALL REVIEW THE PROPOSED PROGRAMS AND SHALL AWARD A CONTRACT TO THE NONPROFIT ENTITY THAT BEST MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE "PROCUREMENT CODE", ARTICLES 101 TO 112 OF THIS TITLE.

THE SATISFACTION OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, THE PROGRAM'S SUCCESS IN
OBTAINING DISABILITY BENEFITS FOR PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, THE PROGRAM'S
EFFECTIVENESS AT HELPING PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS OBTAIN JOBS, AND
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS. THE
COMMITTEE SHALL INCLUDE THE EVALUATION CRITERIA IN THE CONTRACT.

(III) The committee may renew the contract annually for up to five
years. After five years, the committee shall reopen the contract to a
competitive bid process.

(b) The committee shall not award the contract unless the proposal
includes:

(I) A system for evaluating whether a person with a disability is
reasonably able to navigate the application process to obtain disability
benefits, health care, and employment;

(II) A system for prioritizing the need of applicants based upon the
evaluations;

(III) A plan for assisting persons with disabilities in navigating the
processes of obtaining and retaining disability benefits, health care, and
employment;

(IV) A plan for establishment of working relationships with state
agencies, county departments of human services, health care providers,
the United States social security administration, and the business
community;

(V) A policy of preferential hiring of persons with disabilities;

(VI) Reasonable standards for accounting control of expenditures;

(VII) Metrics to evaluate the program's quality and
cost-effectiveness;

(VIII) Effective July 1, 2016, the ability to serve persons with
disabilities statewide; and

(IX) A plan for serving persons with disabilities statewide within five
years. This subparagraph (IX) is repealed, effective July 1, 2016.

(c) The committee shall not discriminate against a contracting entity
for advocacy concerning persons with disabilities.

(3) The entity awarded a contract under this section shall make
quarterly reports of expenditures to the department of personnel, which
shall make the reports available to the committee. The committee shall
include in the contract a method and format for making the reports.

24-30-2205. Disability-benefit support fund. The disability-benefit

24-30-2206. Implementation. The general assembly does not intend to require the department of personnel to expend moneys to implement this part 22. Notwithstanding any other section of this part 22, the department of personnel and the committee need not implement this part 22 until the disability-benefit support fund contains enough money to implement this part 22.

24-30-2207. Sunset - repeal. (1) This part 22 is repealed, effective September 1, 2021.

(2) Prior to such repeal, the department of regulatory agencies shall review the assistance program for disability benefits as provided for in section 24-34-104.

SECTION 2. 24-34-104, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended by the addition of a new subsection to read:

24-34-104. General assembly review of regulatory agencies and functions for termination, continuation, or reestablishment. (52.5) The following agencies, functions, or both, shall terminate on September 1, 2021:

(a) The assistance program for disability benefits under part 22 of article 30 of this title.

SECTION 3. Article 1 of title 42, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended by the addition of a new part to read:

PART 4
LICENSE PLATE AUCTIONS

42-1-401. Definitions. As used in this part 4, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) "Group" means the license plate auction group created in section 42-1-403.
(2) "REGISTRATION NUMBER" MEANS THE UNIQUE COMBINATION OF LETTERS AND NUMBERS ASSIGNED TO A VEHICLE BY THE DEPARTMENT UNDER SECTION 42-3-201 AND REQUIRED TO BE DISPLAYED ON THE LICENSE PLATE BY SECTION 42-3-202.

(3) "VEHICLE" MEANS A VEHICLE REQUIRED TO BE REGISTERED PURSUANT TO PART 1 OF ARTICLE 3 OF THIS TITLE.

42-1-402. License to buy and sell selected registration numbers for license plates. (1) The state or a person may sell, and the state or a person may purchase, the exclusive right to use a registration number selected by the group under section 42-1-404 for the purpose of registering a vehicle under article 3 of this title.

(2) The right to use a registration number is a perpetual license, the use of which is subject to compliance with this part 4.

42-1-403. License plate auction group. (1) The license plate auction group is hereby created within the office of the governor.

(2) The group consists of seven members, appointed as follows:

(a) One member who is appointed by the executive director of the department of revenue and who is not a member of the Colorado advisory council for persons with disabilities created in section 24-45.5-103, C.R.S.;

(b) One member who is appointed by the governor to represent persons with disabilities and who is not a member of the Colorado advisory council for persons with disabilities;

(c) One member appointed by the president of the senate to represent persons with disabilities;

(d) One member appointed by the Colorado advisory council for persons with disabilities;

(e) One member appointed by the director of the Colorado office of economic development;

(f) One member appointed by the chief of the Colorado state patrol; and

(g) One member appointed by the chief information officer appointed under section 24-37.5-103, C.R.S.

(3) An act of the group is void unless a majority of the governing body votes for the act.

(4) The members of the group serve at the pleasure of the appointing entity.
(5) The group has the following duties and powers:

(a) To adopt and use a seal and to alter the same at its pleasure;

(b) To sue and be sued and otherwise assert or defend the group's legal interests;

(c) To acquire office space, equipment, services, supplies, and insurance necessary to carry out the purposes of this Part 4;

(d) To accept any gifts, grants, and loans of money, property, or other aid from the federal government, the state, any state agency, or any other source if the group complies with this Part 4 and Part 13 of Article 75 of this title;

(e) To have and exercise all rights and powers necessary or incidental to, or implied from, the specific powers granted in this Part 4;

(f) To fix the time and place at which meetings may be held;

(g) To elect a member as executive director of the group and other officers; and

(h) To hire employees and professional advisers as needed.

(6) The attorney general is the legal counsel for the group.

42-1-404. Sale of registration numbers by group. (1) The group shall raise money by auctioning to a buyer the right to use valuable letter and number combinations for a registration number.

(2) (a) The group shall study the market and determine which registration numbers are the most valuable, including both the types of plates currently issued and any type of plate that has been historically issued. Based on the study, the group shall select the most valuable registration numbers and request the department to verify whether plates with the registration numbers are currently issued. The group shall not send the request to the department more than once every six months.

(b) Upon receiving the group's request, the department shall verify whether the plates are currently issued. If the plate is not currently issued, the department shall reserve the registration number until the group notifies the department to release the registration number.

(c) If a registration number is not currently issued, the group may auction the right to use the registration number in a manner calculated to bring the highest price; except that the department may deny the sale or use of a registration number that is offensive or inappropriate.

42-1-405. Creation of a private market for registration numbers - fee.
(1) The group shall raise money by creating a market, which may include an on-line auction site, for registration numbers using methods that are commercially reasonable, account for expenditures, and ensure the collection of the state's approval and transfer royalty.

(2) The royalty for the state's approval and transfer of the right to use a registration number is twenty-five percent of the sale price of the transfer. At the time of sale, the purchaser shall pay the royalty to the group. This payment is not in lieu of the normal registration fees or specific ownership tax.

(3) A person shall not sell a registration number and the department shall not assign a registration number as a result of the right to use the number being sold to a vehicle unless the registration number was sold using the market created by the group.

42-1-406. Administration. (1) The group shall notify the department when the right to use a registration number has been sold and the group has collected the state's sale proceeds or approval and transfer royalty. Upon receiving the notice, the department shall create a record in the Colorado State Titling and Registration System, created in section 42-1-211, containing the name of the buyer, the vehicle identification number, if applicable, and the corresponding registration number.

(2) If the registration number consists of a combination of letters and numbers that is not within the normal format of license plate currently produced for the department, the department shall issue the plates as personalized plates under section 42-3-211.

(3) The group shall transfer the moneys collected under this part 4 to the state treasurer, who shall credit them to the registration number fund created in section 42-1-407.

(4) The group may contract with one or more public or private entities to implement this part 4.

(5) Any moneys received by the group shall be deposited in the registration number fund.

42-1-407. Registration number fund. (1) The registration number fund is hereby created in the state treasury. The moneys in the fund consist of the proceeds from the sale of registration numbers under section 42-1-404 and the royalty from private sales of registration numbers under section 42-1-405.

(2) The general assembly shall appropriate the amounts necessary, not to exceed five percent of the fund, to implement this part 4 from the registration number fund to the department, the governor's office, and the group.
(3) (a) (I) EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH (b) OF THIS SUBSECTION (3), AT THE END OF EACH FISCAL YEAR, THE STATE TREASURER SHALL TRANSFER ONE MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS, OR THE BALANCE OF THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND IF THE BALANCE IS A LESSER AMOUNT, FROM THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND TO THE DISABILITY-BENEFIT SUPPORT FUND CREATED IN SECTION 24-30-2205, C.R.S.

(II) IF ANY MONEYS REMAIN IN THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND AFTER THE TRANSFER REQUIRED BY SUBPARAGRAPH (I) OF THIS PARAGRAPH (a), THE STATE TREASURER SHALL TRANSFER TWO MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS, OR THE BALANCE OF THE FUND IF THE BALANCE IS A LESSER AMOUNT, FROM THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND TO THE GENERAL FUND.

(III) IF ANY MONEYS REMAIN IN THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND AFTER THE TRANSFERS REQUIRED BY SUBPARAGRAPHS (I) AND (II) OF THIS PARAGRAPH (a), THE STATE TREASURER SHALL TRANSFER THE BALANCE FROM THE REGISTRATION NUMBER FUND TO THE DISABILITY-BENEFIT SUPPORT FUND CREATED BY SECTION 24-30-2205, C.R.S.

(b) THE TREASURER SHALL ADJUST THE TRANSFERS REQUIRED BY PARAGRAPH (a) OF THIS SUBSECTION (3) ON JULY 1 OF EACH YEAR IN PROPORTION TO THE AGGREGATE CHANGE IN THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR ALL URBAN CONSUMERS FOR THE DENVER-BOULDER-GREELEY CONSOLIDATED METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA. THE TREASURER MAY ROUND THE DOLLAR AMOUNT OF THE ADJUSTMENT TO THE NEAREST TEN DOLLARS.

SECTION 4. Appropriation. (1) In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated, out of any moneys in the Colorado state titling and registration account of the highway users tax fund created in section 42-1-211 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes, not otherwise appropriated, to the department of revenue, for allocation to the information technology division, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2011, the sum of two thousand nine hundred sixty dollars ($2,960) cash funds, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the implementation of this act.

(2) In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the governor - lieutenant governor - state planning and budgeting, for allocation to the office of information technology, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2011, the sum of two thousand nine hundred sixty dollars ($2,960), or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the programming services to be provided to the department of revenue related to the implementation of this act. Said sum shall be from reappropriated funds received from the department of revenue out of the appropriation made in subsection (1) of this section.

SECTION 5. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

Approved: April 26, 2011